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About This Game

Light of Altair is a sci-fi colony building game with a deep plot. Grow colonies from landing pod to metropolis, while sending
off new spaceships to expand your territory t 5d3b920ae0
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If your thinking of picking this up or already have it, I would reccomend the older title "Fragile Aligance" (wich is a fathful
remake of the very old Amiga game K2240) whos graphics have aged very well even if the interface is somewhat clunky. dose
everything this game has tried to do, but did it better years before and for cheeper
https://store.steampowered.com/app/383100/FragileAllegiance/. Interesting setting and simple mechanics make this game a
blast to play when you have an hour of spare time.. Interesting setting and simple mechanics make this game a blast to play
when you have an hour of spare time.. Very enjoyable game! I highly recommend it for a nice and deep strategic experience. A
fairly fun citybuilding/space strategy game with a nifty plot.
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